Big Horse Sub-Committee Minutes February 26th 2018
Meeting opened: 6:09pm
Present: ZC, MR, IM, RR, SB, MD, HR, AR, RM, JD, SR, DOB, AB
Apologies: AB
1. Sponsors List
Outstanding Sponsor allocated to members to follow up. To report back with confirmation or
decline to AR via email or at next meeting.
2. Shirts
Fish Rec
- KGFC able to custom design. No additional charges for design changes
- KGFC can handle the freight charges
- No lock in period/contract for shirts as with Big Fish
- Provisional design ‘fish camo’
- Can do cuff on children’s sizes
ACTION: Zoe to enquire about what sponsors paraphernalia is available and bring designs back
to next meeting after consultation with Fish Rec.
3. Parks & Wildlife
KGFC required to notify Parks of the competition via letter
ACTION: Bec to follow up with Kate Macfarlane about the letter

4. Insurance
Need to get insurance for the competition.
ACTION: Ally to speak with AJ Gallagher

5. Dolly’s Dream

-

Helen Groves has advised that foundation is on hold at the moment due to process of
Akubra running the foundation taking place

ACTION: Ally to chase Tain Challis for forms to send through to the foundation for permission
to use.
6. Hats
-

Designer Hats can do the cap for $12/hat
o Require 300x
Terry Toweling Australia for the bucket hats
o Require 80x
Kids Hats
o Require 100x

ACTION: Mal to arrange 300 caps
7. Brag Mats
Can be arranged once sponsors are finalized.
ACTION: Mal to order once sponsors are finalized.
8. Wilson Fishing
-

Happy to give 30% off wholesale prices for stock ordered via Rod & Rifle

9. Kids Participation Prize
-

Rubbers from Wilson’s
? Bow grips
Lures from Reidy’s
Requires further work

10. Breakfast BBQ/Catering
-

Pay whichever group $1000 plus supply stock
? should we move the breakky to Circle F?

ACTION: Mal to speak with Tracey to gauge interest for 2018. Harry to speak with Callum to
lock in catering prices for this year.

Next meeting:

5/3/18 7:00pm

Meeting closed 6:52pm

